WHO IS UKWAZI?
Ukwazi is a Zulu word that means “to know”. This

system integration

aptly describes the nature of our business: leveraging
technical and industry insight and expertise to drive
commercial success and sector development.

We are one of the largest specialist
mining service providers in Africa
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Focused on:
•

Bankable feasibility studies

•

Independent technical reports

•

Engineering & infrastructure design

•

Outsourced technical services

•

Training and technical skills transfer

•

Project and execution contract management

•

Build and operate mining infrastructure

•

Open pit and dredge mining contracting

•

Safety

•

Underground LHOS contracting

•

Risk mitigation

•

Integration of mining technical systems

•

Regulatory compliance

•

Technical excellence and experience
in mining

systems integration and operational contract

•

Transparent engagement and reporting

mining services, making us your ideal technical

•

Developing innovative technology and
cost-effective engineering solutions

•

Enhanced productivity and profitability

Our technical mining engineering approach,

•

Providing local, on-the ground sector experts

combined with a strong industry experience

•

Driving skills development and job creation

MINE DATA
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Our approach
We are committed to:

We deliver independent advisory, technical

and execution partner.

allows for operational excellence, cost
optimisation and continuous improvement.
Our advisory businesses are level 2 BBBEE
contributors, committed to transparent and

+27 (012) 665 2154

effective transformation within the industry, in

info@ukwazi.com

partnership with our clients and technical partners.

www.ukwazi.com
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What we do
We service the industry’s demand for

We focus on a “one size fits none” approach - each

holistic, integrated mining systems that

phased technical offering is customised to our

enhance efficiencies, whilst significantly

individual clients’ unique specifications.

decreasing costs. We do this by enabling
physically separate but standard mining
systems to function collaboratively.

System integration allows for

We offer:
•

Digital integration of existing client systems
to generate business intelligence across the
mining value chain

•

A unified product suite that is able to address
our clients’ technical requirements

•

A reduction in the project risk and complexity
through bespoke solutions

•

Accurate and transparent execution, line
management and executive reporting

•

An effective implementation platform for
continuous improvement initiatives

•

Exceptional teams with in-depth experience
and understanding of mining and the
integration of technical software systems

data-driven decision making that:
•

Provides operational transparency
from pit to market

•

Delivers a platform for operational
optimisation

•

Provides validated, near-real-time production
performance business intelligence

•

Drives multi-disciplinary collaboration across
the value chain

•

Drives digital effectiveness

Industry viewpoints
have shifted – it is no
longer good enough
to “sell what we mine”.
Today we have to
“mine what we sell”.

We have in-depth knowledge of the solutions
available from the major industry software
providers and are capable of implementing and
integrating industry relevant products.

To learn more about how
you can partner with us:

info@ukwazi.com
Find out more:

www.ukwazi.com
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